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JEA 1R02 - RUSSIA <SOVIET UNION>  (1930s)

<09/94>
[u-bit #90100000]

NOTE: NO FILM BACKUP AVAILABLE

01:00:54      LA tractor, children on horse-drawn cart through brook in woods  (1934)
-01:01:37
01:01:40      children playing rhythm games outdoors (nursery)
-01:01:56
01:01:57      very early cavalry practices (Czarist troops?) - equestrian tricks of all kinds
-01:05:10
                    <Russian Pathe title: “Equestrian Vaulting”>
01:05:10      men at campfires, cooking, men sleeping on cart
-01:05:29
01:05:30      <various Pathe-titles without images>
-01:05:47

                    location: possibly Tblisi  (1936)
01:05:47      women salting fish
-01:05:59
01:05:59      lines of peasants with carts moving along road toward camera
-01:06:09
01:06:09      PAN of coast from ship, boats, houses on coast
-01:06:19
01:06:19      fish industry - women cleaning fish
-01:06:28
01:06:29      <Russian title> women shoveling sand
-01:06:40
01:06:41      village scenes - people, carts
-01:06:55
01:06:55      PAN over forest and empty road
-01:07:01
01:07:02      long line of men with carts in mountains
-01:07:26
01:07:27      woman threshing by hand
-01:07:34
01:07:35      little girl threshing, CU girl
-01:07:59
01:07:59      man putting rocks into bottom of log
-01:08:12
01:08:13      harvest - men and women shoveling grain
-01:08:32
01:08:32      street scenes, carriage
-01:08:46
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01:08:47      posters
-01:08:50
01:08:51      store - people coming out, passing by
-01:08:52
01:08:53      theater interior - ethnic dance
-01:09:02
01:09:03      street scene with streetcars
-01:09:13
01:09:13      woman at telephone (wearing beret)
-01:09:28

01:09:29      guitar factory interior
-01:10:20

01:10:21      men coming out of and entering some kind of store (food?),
-01:11:08           man eating outside

01:11:09      LS wooden houses on hillside
-01:11:17
01:11:18      men talking in church?
-01:11:44
01:11:44      mosque-like top of building
-01:11:48
01:11:49      theater interior - men singing, audience
-01:12:48

                    location: Moscow
01:12:50      signs on building on street corner (factory exterior),
-01:13:04          streetcar
01:13:05      store sign for sewing machine/bicycle/phonograph
-01:13:13
01:13:14      female flower vendor with cigarette and woman customer
-01:13:20

                    location: possibly Kharkov
01:13:21      CU walking feet
-01:13:46
01:13:47      exterior of large building
-01:13:50
01:13:51      large square, people in line waiting for streetcars
-01:14:15
01:14:16      children looking at graphic for 5-Year-Plan
-01:14:20
01:14:21      street scene with pedestrians, streetcars etc.
-01:14:44
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01:14:45      CU “No Parking Sign”
-01:14:48
01:14:49      round building with signs on it, people toward camera
-01:14:54
01:14:55      traffic signal
-01:14:59
01:15:03      PAN down building (probably bus station) to traffic, large square, people
-01:15:37           and trains crossing, people getting off trains
01:15:38      window display of fabrics store
-01:15:52
01:15:53      street scene, PAN up building: 5-Year Plan for 1929-1934 painted on wall
-01:16:30
01:16:31      poster
-01:16:35

                    date: probably 1936
01:16:50      CU peasant
-01:17:25
01:17:26      river, LS shore across water
-01:17:58
01:17:58      town, smokestacks along river
-01:18:06
01:18:06      big ship on water
-01:18:15
01:18:16      port  (Black Sea?)
-01:18:22
01:18:23      prow of boat
-01:18:33
01:18:34      CU woman with binoculars on ship
-01:18:52
01:18:53      goats
-01:19:23
01:19:23      young man running pieces of wood through electrical saw machine with another
-01:19:39           young man looking on, saw dust accumulating on floor of factory
01:19:39      boy painting?
-01:19:45
01:19:46      factory interior - man operating machine polishing some material, man pounding
-01:19:52            some sort of chisel
01:19:58      women weaving by hand, wearing ethnic dresses
-01:20:49
01:20:50      collective farm workers - women with sickles, children running and playing
-01:21:26
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01:21:27      village - CU old man with bag on back, children running by
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-01:21:43
01:21:44      CU peasant
-01:21:51
01:21:52      women in bra or two-piece bathing suit; people in river washing
-01:23:30
01:23:31      man and woman laying out mat, undressing to swimsuit, sunbathing
-01:24:24
01:24:59      people board ship at rail
-01:25:28
01:25:29      CU tapestry
-01:25:47
01:25:48      two orthodox priests talking
-01:25:53

                    date: 1937
01:26:00      harvesting grain by hand, CU farmer
-01:27:04
01:27:05      HA long line of animals along road in mountains
-01:27:24
01:27:25      various animal herds moving up path on hill in town
-01:27:52

01:27:53      CUs of various people
-01:28:17
01:28:18      HA town, oxen down road, people in town (hillside)
-01:29:04
01:29:05      group of men
-01:29:17
01:29:18      women with vases
-01:29:32

01:29:33      CU women
-01:29:48
01:29:49      view on mountains
-01:29:54
01:29:56      views of town in mountains, people with mules
-01:30:52
01:31:06      women carrying vases, filling with water at fountain
-01:31:20
01:31:21      archway in Moslem style, women with mule walking through it
-01:31:32
01:31:33      woman on balcony of some building
-01:31:40
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01:31:49      boy washing horses in brook at house
-01:32:00
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01:32:01      street scenes in rural area
-01:32:12
01:32:13      street sign in Russian and German: “Marxstr.”)
01:32:14      boys with man in western clothes, man explaining something from piece of paper
-01:32:29
01:32:30      following partially staged material, soldiers, people in western clothes, set for movie
-01:33:42
01:33:43      cattle getting vaccination
-01:34:02
01:34:03      rural - people on horseback, cattle, TRUCKING shot of woman riding horse
-01:34:32
01:34:33      men digging at hillside in mountains
-01:35:01
01:35:02      man praying at some kind of shrine made of stones, making sign of cross
-01:35:26
01:35:26      men on horseback on plateau in mountains with clouded top of mountains in background
-01:35:43
01:35:44      cattle on mountain plateau, CU cattle grazing, peasants
-01:36:14
01:36:14      men on horseback with sword with two other men (looks staged)
-01:36:47
01:36:47      women knitting outside in ethnic dresses (look like men - could be staged)
-01:37:17
01:37:19      street scene, large building in background, market
-01:37:56
01:37:57      women and men coming out of building
-01:38:03

01:38:34      cars, carts along road, many oil derricks in background, three women, houses, women carrying
-01:39:09          buckets

01:39:10      man in western clothes speaking to another man
-01:39:24

01:39:25      LS people out of building, oil derricks in background, children sitting with man on hilltop
-01:39:53            looking at oil derricks
01:39:54      tractor with men along pipes
-01:40:08
01:40:09      road construction - unloading tar from truck, tractor, roller, children at roller with picture in
-01:40:52           hand
01:40:57      LS oil derricks
-01:41:02
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01:41:03      workers at derricks
-01:41:09
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01:41:10      men with camels in town, CU man, trucks leaving through gates, men filling watermarks
-01:43:56          and bags, men with rugs, filling sacks
01:43:57      LS apartment buildings, view of city
-01:44:09
01:44:12      children on rope-swing
-01:44:30
01:44:31      children washing feet in spring, CU faces
-01:45:00
01:45:01      children doing some kind of calisthenics outdoors
-01:45:32

01:45:35      huge parade with poster of Stalin in Moscow, LS Kremlin, various angles of parade,
-01:51:50          people carrying all kinds of models (of planes, guns etc.), building with large posters
                          of  Stalin and Lenin, banner on building in Russian and English: “Long Live The XXI
                          International Youth Day - The Day Of Militant Demonstration Of The Toiling Youth
                          Of All Countries Against Fascism And War, For Peace And Socialism!”, more
                          pictures of parade, crowds etc.

01:52:06      CUs of children
-01:52:23
01:52:24      old people sitting on benches at house, CU various young and old ethnic people
-01:52:43
01:52:44      boy taking coat off, demonstrating how to “March Properly”
-01:53:07
01:53:08      men on hilltop (some in western clothes) looking down at town
-01:53:52

01:53:53      town scenes
-01:54:10
01:54:10      CUs of various people in ethnic dresses
-01:54:40

01:54:53      air show - airplanes flying in formation (“CCCP”), crowd watching, airplanes flying in
-01:58:49          star formation, blimp with CCCP on it, more flyovers

                    location: Moscow, date: 1934
01:58:50      carriage, CU driver, street scene with streetcars
-01:59:01
01:59:16      woman talking to Buddhist monk, CU monk
-01:59:35
01:59:36      two women talking, CU older woman with embroidered bodice
-01:59:55
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                    location: Leningrad, date: 1934
01:59:56      children washing hands, CU children, playing outdoors (nursery)
-02:00:54
02:00:55      Moscow River, construction of river boat, men and wheelbarrows
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-02:01:34
02:01:35      nursery scenes, girl checking hand of other children to see if clean
-02:02:01
02:02:02      Czar’s palace interior at Leningrad, people looking at gowns
-02:02:30
02:02:31      PAN over apartment buildings, cart with wood
-02:03:23
02:02:24      construction of apartment buildings, brickyard
-02:03:35

                    location: children’s park in Leningrad, date: 1935
02:03:37      children exercising, monkey bars, boy running on board, girl on treadmill, other play 
equipment
-02:04:43
02:04:44      people boarding boat
-02:04:52
02:04:53      flags, boats on lake, children with short hair walking in line in park, ice-cream vendor,
-02:07:02           CU people eating ice-cream, people sunbathing, large building at park, woman riding
                           bicycle, park entrance with huge portraits, CU portraits, people sitting on lawn

02:07:04      air show - blimps, airplane flyover, helicopters, airplanes in star formation, parachutes
-02:09:36          descending, crowd watching, food-stand, balloons descending
02:09:37      Tolstoy Museum - bust of Tolstoy, visitors, probably Tolstoy’s granddaughter talking to
-02:11:15          woman, visitors looking at statues

                    location: Caucasus (Svanetia), date: probably 1933
02:11:21      men and women with backpacks through river in
-02:12:10     mountains, men on horseback doing the same
02:12:12      leading horses through forests, mountains (top snow covered) in background
-02:12:25

02:12:26      men with pickaxes on hillside making path, leading horses along
-02:12:43
02:12:44      men with oxcart (loaded with hay), rural area
-02:12:51
02:12:52      view on mountains
-02:12:56
02:13:10      men leading oxcarts loaded with hay on path on hill
-02:13:23
02:13:24      CU old woman with long hair dress, old man and woman
-02:13:49
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02:13:50      men in felt hats
-02:13:57
02:13:57      women washing laundry in stream, CU child, children dancing, women doing laundry in
-02:15:03            background
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02:15:04      men with oxcarts loaded with hay in mountains
-02:15:13
02:15:39      LS town (Svanetia), towers, people crossing footbridge, man with baby on shoulders,
-02:17:56          oxen pulling logs, LS town, woman with bucket with flour (?) on back, construction
                          stone house by hand

                    location: Leningrad
02:17:56      sign on building at dry dock: “Leningrad”
-02:18:02
02:18:03      Czar’s carriage, group examining it, CU of emblem of Czar
-02:18:26
02:18:27      Nevsky street, pedestrians
-02:18:39
02:18:40      Hermitage Museum, pictures of Madonna, Michelangelo, visitors, people looking out window
-02:19:34

                    location: Stalingrad (?)
02:19:35      cart and tractors along down dirt road, CU workers, apartment building in background
-02:20:30
02:20:31      Children Hospital - two women with child, nurse examining child with stethoscope
-02:22:01

                     location: Leningrad
02:22:02      day nursery, CU babies in crib with toys, nurses washing children, nurse doing gymnastics 
with
-02:23:05     baby

02:23:06      LS town, street scene, people in line, cows in town, being fed, herds of pigs, chicken, geese,
-02:24:54           rows of houses (worker’s settlement), factory exterior, men playing chess, CU chessboard

                    location: Tiflis, Georgia, Caucasus, date: 1936
02:24:55      beach - people swimming, sunbathing, women dancing
-02:25:55
                    location: Caspian Sea (between Astrakhan and Baku)
02:25:56      people on open deck of boat, sleeping, ethnic woman braiding her long hair
-02:26:55
02:27:03      people with belongings, dock area
-02:27:38
02:27:39      Uzbecmen sitting on deck of boat, drinking tea, smoking
-02:28:28
02:28:45      boats in harbor
-02:29:30
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02:29:31      people on crowded deck
-02:29:41
02:29:42      mother with children on deck, eating
-02:29:51
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02:29:51      people sleeping on deck
-02:30:00
02:30:01      man getting haircut on deck
-02:30:18
02:30:19      CUs various people on deck
-02:30:37

                    location: Caucasus
02:30:38      LSs oil derricks, oil field
-02:31:23
02:31:24      Baku - shacks, woman sweeping, little boy, oil derricks in background
-02:31:42
02:31:43      Kalmuk woman and man (Caspian Sea)
-02:32:17
02:32:18      more scenes of crowded boat deck
-02:32:34

                    location: Tiflis/Georgia
02:32:35      boys in front of store window
-02:32:49
02:32:50      store exterior
-02:32:57
02:32:58      bookstore interior - long rows of books, people reading
-02:33:30

                    location: Moscow Park of Culture
02:33:31      stork and baby figure on rooftop
-02:33:44


